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BS”D 

Discussion with Moishela  (and his family)   [Part 13] 
A handicapped child 
On the Fast day – of 10th of Teves 5773  (Dec 23’12) 
 
 

 

Wasn’t Sandy Enough  
 

Q: Tatti : Why were you crying so much in your sleep last night? 
A: Moishela:  I am so upset; so upset, I have to cry. I can’t hold it in any longer. In 
the last months, Hashem has brought many tragedies into the world, many terrible 
tragedies, but very few Jews are getting the message. The Yidden are not 
listening. They are not realizing what Hashem is doing.  
 
Since the Twin Towers fell the world has changed totally. First there was the big 
shock of the Twin Towers falling and the Pentagon being attacked, but little by 
little it was forgotten. Even as Bush prepared America for war, people still started 
going back to their regular mode of thought. When the Americans entered Iraq it 
was exciting for a while, but again everyone went back to “business as usual”. 
And so Hashem caused many many tragedies, many unbelievable happenings to 
happen during this time. 
 
More and more people have begun to feel uncomfortable and frightened without 
knowing exactly why.  In the last few years more and more the economies have 
fallen. People are out of work. People have lost most of their freedom without 
even realizing it. The financial state is really getting very bad. We have seen 
terrible murders. We’ve seen tremendous tragedies with the weather, and still 
we’re walking around deaf and dumb not trying to understand why HaKodosh 
Boruch Hu is sending us all these messages.   
 
I can’t blame the non-Frum Jews so much but I can blame very strongly the Frum 
for not trying to understand Hashems messages. We Frum know that whatever 
happens in the world is a message to us and we better listen and try to 
understand what Hashem is telling us. 
 
 When I hear the Frum world going making such a fuss over the future elections in 
Israel, I just can’t believe it. Instead of filling the Boti Midrash and Shuls with tears, 
crying, Davening, begging Hashem to save us. Instead of that, we are worring 
which candidates are going to get into the Knesset in order to save the Yeshiva 
boys from the army, or in order to give more money to the Yeshivas and Kollelim. I 
just can’t understand how a Frum Yid can depend on the Knesset, can depend on 
their representatives in the Knesset to bring about more Yiddishkeit in the world. 
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How can you depend on the money from the government, if they want to give or 
not give, in order to educate your children. How could it be? How could it be?   
 
We see clearly those Yeshivas and Chadorim (schools) that have received money 
from the government have had to institute many many programs that are literally 
against Yiddishkeit!!!  The Liba program is definitely a knife straight into the heart 
of the Frum world. I can’t understand what’s happening. 
 
Is everyone asleep?  
Is everyone drugged?  
Is everyone crazy?  
 
Or maybe many of the Yidden that are dressed as Charaidim, in their hearts 
aren’t Charaidim? Maybe secretly they would rather be Chilonim? I don’t know.   
 
All I know is that I am very upset. I can’t believe what’s happening. And why am I 
so upset, and why am I crying every night? Because I know there is going to be a 
big disaster because we’re not listening, and Hashem is going to force us to listen. 
He is trying with many gentler tactics, like the bombings in the South of Israel. 
Yes, Yidden were killed, but so few. Every Yiddishe life of course is very 
important, but still for what happened very few were wounded. It was frightening. 
Many lost their houses, and even that wasn’t a lot when you consider the amount 
of missiles that fell on the South. Generally speaking it was not a hard Nissayon, 
not a terribly hard Nissayon. 
 
Everyone has gone back to their nonsense as if nothing is happening. Everyone is 
worried about the silly elections, and who is going to get in. What’s the big deal? 
What’s the difference between one thief and another? All I can say is, if you don’t 
wake up Am Yisroel, the ones who live in Eretz Yisroel and the ones living in 
America, and in England, and South Africa, and in Europe, and Australia and 
where ever there are Yidden, WAKE UP because the next wakeup call will be so 
much harder, Chas VeSholom. It will be very hard, but you don’t want to listen. 
You don’t want to listen. I can’t understand you.  
 
Sandy wasn’t enough?  
All the things that have happened in the last few years weren’t enough?   
Leiby z”l being killed wasn’t enough?  
Harav Elazar z”l being killed wasn’t enough?  
What else do you want?  
The bad financial situation that is going towards total collapse in the 
world isn’t enough?  
So Hashem will send an even greater Nisayon and maybe that will be enough.  
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Be’ezras Hashem the whole world will not be destroyed, but much of the world will 
be destroyed because you don’t listen, Am Yisroel. Those who do listen will be 
saved, but those who don’t listen I fear for you, Oy Lochem.  
 
That’s why I’m crying at night. My heart breaks that Yidden are so stubborn. You 
don’t want to listen and don’t understand that we have to throw all the Gashimus 
into the garbage and just live with what we absolutely need, and we must turn to 
Hashem for everything because the world is going to change totally, and I don’t 
know if you’ll have electricity or gas or any of the other things you need and that 
includes food. There will be no one to rely on only Hashem.  If you think that at the 
last moment you’ll be able to rely on Hashem without having practiced first your 
Emunah and Bitachon, you’re very much mistaken!  
 
I know there is going to be big big happenings very soon in order again to try to 
wake us up. When that that doesn’t work, Chas VeSholom, we will go in to the 
final stages before Moshiach.   

 
 
Again I say:  How can Yidden think that being in the government is going to save 
them? It’s so ridiculous! The election in Israel is only one example. Look how 
people are into their clothing and even the toys for their children. They’re into such 
ridiculous things. Their lives are hanging on a string and they don’t understand it 
at all and they waste their time with nonsense. 
 
I’m sorry if I cry, but it’s so overwhelming for me. I’m so worried about Am Yisroel.  
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